Perspective exercises

Provide all the details
Show line weights
Texture and value
Line weights

• Illustrate great line weights and line consistency
• Light (Surface and hidden lines)
  • Indicates distinct changes in color, tonal value, or texture on the surface of a plane or volume (surface pattern)
  • Hidden lines
  • Light beam
• Intermediate (Planar corner)
  • To express the surface structure of a three dimensional volume
  • To distinguish the inner edges from the outer profile of a form
• Heavy (Profile)
  • Edges meet void space (spatial edges)
  • Show the edges where solid matter meets spatial void
Pay attention to details

• Ceiling, floor, surrounding planes in details
• Architectural and non-architectural elements in details
  • Frames and trims
  • Walls, windows, doors
  • All built-ins
  • Furnishings and lightings
  • Including appropriate lightings
  • Showing light beam
• Entourage in details
  • Showing materials and textures on entourage